ABSTRACT Although numerous studies have focused on the development and application of polyomino tiling theories, research of this nature is typically limited to the graphics and gaming fields. In this paper, we are presenting an innovative application of the polyomino tiling theory which is applied to Tetrisinspired reconfigurable robotic cleaning device as a means of solving the area coverage problem. The robotic floor cleaner (hTetro) that was developed as part of this research leverages the polyomino tiling theory to automatically generate the global tiling set required to ensure the full area of a given space is covered. In this paper, three Tetris tiling theorems were validated using our developed hTetro robot. The results of the research clearly indicated that the proposed approach offers a strong area coverage performance across all experimental cases. This paper includes an outline of the system architecture that underpins the hTetro robot and a comprehensive overview of the three tiling theorems that were applied in this research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cleaning the floors in a domestic or commercial setting is perceived to represent a mundane, repetitive, and tedious activity. Over the last 20 years, researchers have invested a considerable amount of effort in the development of autonomous robots that can clean floors without human intervention. These research efforts have resulted in the emergence of robotic cleaning devices that have significantly improved people's quality of life and their overall productivity. It is anticipated that cleaning robots will become a standard aspect of everyday life in the future, and it is estimated that the sales of robots of this nature will reach USD 2.50 billion by 2020 [1] . The firms that currently dominate the market are iRobot, Samsung, Neato, and Dyson. The robotic floorcleaning products that are produced by these organizations typically take the form of a circular or D-shaped device that can autonomously navigate a given area through the use of integrated sensors. A large amount of robotics literature has evaluated the design, mechanism, function, autonomy, benchmarking, and human-robot interaction aspects of a range of cleaning robots. Such studies have resulted in the introduction of many new products. For instance, [2] described a novel robotic floor cleaner that incorporated a Swedish wheel mechanism to achieve immensely efficient mobility in populous places such as airports and metro junctions. Jason and Yan [3] developed and tested a wheelset mechanism that helped cleaning robots to traverse uneven surfaces without becoming grounded or scratching the floor. The work presented in [4] , introduce a novel stair cleaning robotic system designed with L-shaped legs that aids the robot to navigate ascent and descent on stairs. From the autonomy perspective, a SLAM-based method of cleaning floors was described in [5] that combined magnetic fields with odometry data to accurately and autonomously navigate a given area while achieving a high area coverage. A neural-networkbased autonomous floor-cleaning design was developed in [6] that was capable of conducting path planning and avoiding obstacles in dynamic environments. A triangular cell technique was introduced in [7] that aids a cleaning robot to realize optimized paths with excessive navigational flexibility than a traditional rectangular technique. Also they demonstrates an area coverage path planning that could cover the entire workspace providing the key features its deployed environment. Volos et al. [8] proposes a microcontroller based area coverage approach for cleaning robots. The proposed approach generates a chaotic bit sequence from the microcontroller in order to achieve an efficient navigational trajectory.
Focusing on human-robot interaction, Fink et al. [9] performed an ethnographic study that focused on concepts related to user perception, social activities, and usage analysis over a period of six months. An alternative literature presented a stroke gesture-based screen interface wherein a human operator could employ to collaborate with, and control, a cleaning robot via views from a ceiling camera [10] . Several multi-robot studies have been performed that focus on cleaning robots. Luo and Yang developed and tested a bio-inspired neural network approach for multirobot sweeping in [11] , while [12] described a cellular decomposition approached that utilized dual indoor platforms to achieve a better area coverage during a cleaning task. M. Ahmadi, and P. Stone proposed a negotiation based approach for multi-robot cleaning that can ensure environmental stability which can be affected by the factors like the inclusion of another robot in the team, and robot fault [13] . This particular method was tested fully on robots in simulated and real-time environment. In another work, Jager and Nebel [14] detailed a dynamic and decentralized technique to decompose a defined area into a polygons for distributed robots. Each robot is assigned for different polygonal space to clean effectively. The method proposed doesn't require global synchronization or communication network. In order to achieve the robots communication network, Yuanqing Wu, and Renquan Lu presented a unique control approach for L 2 network system analysis and synchronization. This work proposed distributed controller will generate the system reference which can replicate the gestures of trajectory and regulate to attain synchronization [15] . Wu et al. [16] , [16] , also presented, Adaptive output synchronization of heterogeneous network, and Input based triggering techniques for unknown and known leader following problem which can be implemented in the multi-robot cleaning tasks. From the perspective of benchmarking activities, Rhim et al. [17] identified dust collation, autonomous mobility, and functional noise as the important conduct indicators for autonomous robotic floor cleaners. Literature [18] suggested a computer vision technique that could be employed to benchmark the coverage efficiency of a cleaning robot. Although the existing research consistently highlights the benefits that can be achieved through the use of robotic floor cleaners and the progress of developmental efforts, the traditional technologies in this domain remain limited and affected from a range of degraded performance. One common problem is coverage, which results from the fact that the current devices typically employed with fixed morphologies. There is a requirement to develop next-generation cleaning robots that have the functionality to reconfigure their morphologies in response to the surrounding environment as a means of maximizing area coverage performance.
Reconfigurable robotics have attracted a significant amount of attention over the past thirty years. They are typically classified into three main categories [19] : intra-reconfigurable, inter-reconfigurable and nested reconfigurable. Intra-reconfigurable robots have the ability to modify their morphologies. Tan et al. [20] developed a robot called Scorpio that took an intra-reconfigurable principle and could employ different morphologies, including rolling, crawling, and climbing, to navigate a given terrain. An additional example of an intra-reconfigurable robot is that developed by [21] , which consisted of an anthropomorphic robotic hand that shifted the position of its palm to produce varied topologies and a shapeshifting less actuated crawling platform [22] that was capable of generating distinct locomotion gaits. Inter-reconfigurable robots typically merge different robotic technologies and platforms to create a global morphology, and disassemble and reassemble to evolve into a set of alternative global morphologies. One such example is that of Sambot [23] , which can assemble and disassemble with external robots to take on new morphologies, and a marine prototype that can able to separate into singular solid modules that allow it to navigate as an eel [24] . The third class of reconfigurable robots could perform both inter and intra reconfiguration which is called Nested reconfiguration. One such example is presented in [25] , wherein the author developed a novel robot called Hinged-Tetro. The proposed robot could shift morphologies on its own also, can transform between shapes by undergoing assembly and disassembly process. In an earlier study, we proposed a novel shape-shifting floor cleaning robot inspired from the game Tetris, called hTetro. The developed prototype could perform shapeshifting ability to achieve morphologies of any of the one-sided Tetrominoes shapes to enhance the total covered area. Also, in that study we systematically benchmarked the proposed robot's area coverage performance with a market existing circular morphology robot. Performance tests were conducted in two different setups wherein a human operator involved to sensibly transform the robot's morphology with respect to the obstacles placed in the testbed as a means of maximizing coverage performance without the involvement of global motion planning. As discussed in [27] , the global cleaning service market is expected reap to 74 million US dollars in 2022 where the cleaning machines and robots will hold a dominant figure. In such progressive industry, users expect the cleaning machines to act autonomously with superior area coverage performance. Even though we could solve the area coverage problem in a typical floor cleaning robot through hTetro robot, it is critical to address its autonomous global coverage motion planning. The work presented by Galceran and Carreras [28] , provides an overview of the most successful coverage motion planning methods that has been successfully applied on the robots which is deployed for the field applications. However, the proposed approaches were tested only with the fixed morphology robots and never focused on systems with reconfigurable base. This paper significantly extends our earlier work with hTetro robot by utilizing the polyomino tiling theory to autonomously provoke a global Tetris tiling set to achieve full coverage in a defined area.
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Specifically, we validated three Tetris tiling theorems under the situation of floor coverage with the hTetro robot.
The polyomino tiling theory is an elegant branch of mathematics that involves using specified types of polyominoes to cover a plane. Polyomino tiling has been the subject of a large amount of research since the late 1950s. Kaplan [29] proposed a mathematical and algorithmic technique for use in computer graphics applications that was derived from the polyomino tiling theory. Elsewhere, [30] presented a generalpurpose method for fast hierarchical importance sampling with blue-noise properties. The proposed approach was successfully implemented in a high-quality graphical video in which rapid sampling and enhanced visual properties were achieved. Takefuji and Lee [31] employed a parallel algorithm to tile polyominoes. The algorithm was later applied and validated as a means of placing component or cells in VLSI design, designing printed circuit boards, and solving a variety of 2D or 3D goods packaging problems.
A wide range of literature has described the application of tiling theorem in the field of gaming applications. For instance, Jho and Lee developed a novel polymorph re-tiling scheme in [32] through which a set of polyomino pieces were alternated with a different combination of polyominoes pieces. The proposed algorithm was used in gaming puzzles that involved numerous models of polyominoes. Through this algorithm, it was possible to create new stages without utilizing more memory. Other examples include the work of [33] , which consisted of a novel three dimensional tiling approach for use in a 3 Dimensional gaming puzzles, and the photominoes synthesizer described in [34] , that used digital pictures to construct polyomino puzzle samples for a jigsaw puzzle. Even though numerous studies have focused on the application and development of polyomino tiling theorems, research of this nature is typically limited to the graphics and gaming fields. Furthermore, none of the existing research studies on tiling theorem have specifically focused on how this theory can be enforced to a robotic platforms to solve the floor coverage dispute. As such, there is an enormous space for research and development in this domain.
This paper describes the utilization of the polyomino tiling theorem for a Tetris-Mimicked self-reconfigurable robotic floor cleaner that demonstrates the functionality to overcome the known area coverage problem. The robot platform can autonomously provoke the required tiling set for the defined area based on the polyominoes tiling theory. In this paper, we reviewed the fundamental challenges of the proposed technique such as realizing the reconfigurable ability, smooth navigation, and translating the tiling theoretical approach through the analytical process into demonstrable systems. The paper concludes by presenting an overview of the experimental results that were achieved using the developed hTetro platform that endorses the introduced technique. The application of the polyomino tiling theory to the floor coverage dispute associated with robotic floor cleaners represents a fundamental achievement in the process by which a reconfigurable system that can able to automatically provokes a global polyominoes tile set for any defined space is designed and developed.
This article formulated as follows: The section titled hTetro: Robot Construction explains the realization of a Tetris-mimicked robotic floor cleaner. It provides a comprehensive overview of the responsibility of each block of the constructed hTetro; notably, the transformable mechanism, locomotion system, cleaning unit, and Android smart app for human interface. The section entitled Polyomino Tiling Theory introduces the theory that underpinned this research and the specific polyomino tiling concepts that were implemented. The Experiments and Results section express the details of the experimental design through which the hTetro robot and the application of Tetris tiling theorem were tested together with the reasoning of the results. Finally, the Conclusion part presents suggestions for future research in this area.
II. hTetro: ROBOT CONSTRUCTION
This study introduces a unique area coverage technique under the principle of the Tetris tiling theory. Experiments were conducted to validate the proposed approach using the Tetris mimicked shapeshifting robotic floor cleaner named hTetro which was designed and developed under the principle of the hinged dissection of polyominoes. Hinged dissection is a geometric analysis wherein a planar structure is dissected into finite pieces that are connected by ''hinged'' points in such a way that one structure can be changed into another by swinging the hinged points without breaking the chain [35] . Numerous researchers have examined hinged dissection. Studies that are of particular note in this regard are those that have involved transforming the structure of an triangular structure to a polygonal plane [36] , the use of 3D hinged dissection to form a 3D polyhedral by combining specific solid models of similar polyhedron [37] , and generating distinct design patterns by changing shapes [38] . In the context of robotics, [25] studied the utilization of the hinged dissection principle in a modular nested reconfigurable platform named hinged-tetro, and subsequently demonstrated that LLR or LLL hinged points could be employed to attain seven non-reflected tetrominoes morphologies. In the current study, LLR hinged dissection was adopted as a means of facilitating the hTetro robot's transformation ability, as shown in Table. 1.
A. MECHANISM DESIGN
The hTetro robot that was tested in the current study consists of four square blocks with three (LLR) hinged actuation points that facilitated the transformation. Fig. 1 . Presents a detailed list of the components that were employed in the hTetro robot. Block 1 is equipped with the components that are required for the mobility functions, Block 2 is equipped with electronic peripherals, and Blocks 3 and 4 are the accessories that are required for the cleaning functions and the additional electronic components. The dimensions of a single hTetro block are 140 × 140 × 75 mm with a wall thickness of 4 mm. The blocks are arranged in a honeycomb structure using PLA material to minimize the tensile strength. The hTetro robot is equipped with six DC motors, four of which are mounted on Block 1 and are responsible for basic mobility functions. The remaining two DC motors are housed on Block 3 and help to enhance the robot's smooth locomotion. hTetro is equipped with omnidirectional locomotion abilities that help it to realize seamless access within a given space. Furthermore, caster wheels are fixed in Blocks 2 and 4 that help to ensure the blocks remain in the same position on the associated plane. A custom-built vacuum module is integrated into Blocks 3 and 4. This collects the dirt particles and performs the sweeping function. The suction chamber and duct were specifically designed and constructed to avoid dust or vacuum leakage during cleaning. To ensure the hTetro could realize the required seven one-sided Tetris transformations, three smart servos are positioned on the hinges. Two of them are fixed on Block 2, which acts as an anchor and drives both Blocks 1 and 3, the third drives Block 4. Each servomotor will lock the position of the blocks by utilizing its stall torque to maintain the morphology of the robot throughout its navigation. hTetro is equipped with Raspberry PI in Block 4 that handles high-level control actions and user interface communications.
An Arduino Mega 16 bit microcontroller is used as a lowlevel controller in Block 2. This manages the locomotion and transformation gait function of the hTetro robot. The microcontroller receives the action commands from the Raspberry PI and executes the operation by sending PWM motor primitives to the driver unit. The onboard electronics are powered by a LiPo battery that has a capacity of 7.4v and is operated via a toggle switch. A DC step-down regulator is used in Block 4 to regulate the input voltage to the 5v required to power the onboard Raspberry PI. A relay switch is activated to control the vacuuming module. The Raspberry PI receives the user commands and controls through a wireless Bluetooth communication interface. A user-friendly custom Android App interface was developed (as shown in Fig. 2 ) through which the user could interact with the hTetro robot. The user has the option to choose from a library of options to manage the locomotion, transformation, and cleaning functions. The control screen contains arrow keys through which the user can manage navigation, seven Tetris-shaped buttons to perform shape-shifting actions, pause/play buttons to pause or start the current operation, and ON/OFF buttons to initiate and cease vacuuming functions. 
III. POLYOMINO TILING THEORY
Polyominoes are a simple geometrical design created by endwise coupling of equal squares [39] . Polyominoes can be classified into one of three categories-one-sided, fixed, and free polyominoes-based on their spatial orientation, geometrical transformation, and chirality. For instance, the standard domino, which is formed of two equilateral squares, can form single one-sided, one free and double-fixed dominoes as its subsets. Accordingly, triominoes (3-omino) can generate two free triominoes, double one-sided triominoess, and six fixed triominoes [39] . Tetrominoes contain four equivalent squares and can generate seven one-sided tetrominoes, nineteen fixed tetrominoes, and five free tetrominoes. The research described in this article employed a tetromino-mimicked self-reconfigurable system, hTetro that VOLUME 6, 2018 can able to transform between any of the one-sided tetrominoes morphologies. 
A. POLYOMINOES TILING THEORY
The polyominoes tiling theory is a branch of mathematics which conduct studies to tile a given 2d space with the set of polyominoes pieces. As previously described, numerous studies have examined the tiling theorems. The source of inspiration for the hTetro robot described in this paper was the game of Tetris. This paper describes our initial attempt to apply the tetromino based tiling theory to the area coverage problem of a reconfigurable robotic floor cleaner. Specifically, we evaluated three theorems that were previously proposed in [40] and [41] for tiling regular and modified rectangular region using the 'T', 'L', and 'X' tetrominoes. In our T tileset, shown in Fig. 3 . the tiles τ 1 through τ 4 are called skew tetrominoes and the tiles τ 5 through τ 8 are called T-tetrominoes. In the experiments that were performed as part of this study, we used a fixed testbed area that consisted of regular rectangle, or an altered rectangle with respect to the validating theorem such that hTetro could only achieve complete coverage using only sets of 'T', 'L', and 'X' configurations. The three theorems and lemmas that support the validity of the theorems are discussed in detail in the rest of this section. 'T' is a set of four skew tetrominoes and T tetrominoes. If a rectangular grid area is divisible by 4, then the grid space can be tiled with any of the tetromino pieces due to each Tetris shape is consist of four equivalent squares. This representation computes the first condition of Theorem 1. Assume a and b are the grid ranges of the rectangular space that need to be covered using tetris tile set. The above notation can be formulated to (a × b) = 4n, where n ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . . . . .} i.e. each of two a or b should be a multiple of 4. For instance, if the area is having a dimension of 4 × 5, 8 × 23, 12 × 6 . . . . . . can be covered using 'T' tiling set. When it comes to the second condition in theorem 1, there are some rectangular space that cannot be covered with the 'T' set tetris pieces. For instance, the rectangle with the range of 6×6, 10×6, 6×10 cannot be tiled with any combination of 'T' set tetris Pieces.
The Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 described below endorse Theory 1. Fig. 4(b) . Hence, a (a × b) rectangle can be tiled using T and skew tetrominoes. 
Lemma 2:
The smallest rectangles that satisfy Condition 2 of Theorem 1 are (10 × 10) and (6 × 14) . These rectangles can be tilled using the arrangement shown in Fig. 5(a) . In the case of b > 14, it is possible to decompose any (6 × b) rectangle into a (6×14) and a 6 × (b−14) rectangle, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . By Lemma 1, since (b -14) is divisible by 4 (as b and 14 are both congruent to 2 modulo 4), then the 6 × (b−14) and hence a 6 × b rectangle can be tiled with skew and T tetrominoes. Similarly, if b>10, then a (10 × b) can be divided into two smaller rectangles that can be tiled with the T set. If a, b >10, then an (a × b) can also be decimated into smaller rectangles (as shown in Fig. 5[b] ) that are tileable based on Lemma 1. Hence, when a ≤ b, then (a×b) rectangle can be tiled using skew and 'T' tetrominoes.
Theorem 2: Let a and b be integers that are strictly greater than 1. As such, the set 'L' of tetrominoes can tile a modified rectangle of side a and b, if, and only if, either:
1. a ≡ 2 (mod4)and b is odd, or 2. b = 2 and a ≡ 1(mod4). Fig. 7(a) . Hence, M (2, b) can be tiled using the Tetrominoes in set L when every odd value of b is greater than 1. If Condition 1 is valid for M (a-4, b) and a > 2, M (a, b) can be decomposed to M (a-4, b), S (b), and one 'T' tetromino, as depicted in Fig. 7(b) . This proves that, if b > 1 is odd, then S (b) can be tiled using 'L'. If b = 3, we can see that L tiles S (3) as in Fig. 7(c) . Moreover, if Condition 1 is valid for S (b-2) and b > 3, then S (b) can be decomposed to S (b-2), Tetromino τ 1, and Tetromino τ 3.
Lemma 4: Lemma 4 supports Condition 2 of Theorem 2. The smallest such modified rectangle that comes under condition 2 is M (5, 2), can be tiled using τ 6 and τ 8 , as in Fig. 8 (left) . If Condition 2 is valid for M (a − 4, 2) for a > 5, then M (a, 2) can be divided into two sections M (a−4, 2) and M (5, 2) and tileable, as shown in Fig. 8 (right) . Fig. 9 shows a set of 'X' tetrominoes including different versions of L tetrominoes (τ 9 to τ 12) and an O tetromino (τ 13) pieces. In this theorem, a square of side a and b with a single cell removed is defined as a deficient rectangle. We can observe that a pair of L-tetromino forms a 2 * 4 rectangle, and the combination of the 2 * 4 rectangle (a pair of L tetromonoes) and an O-tetromino can tile a 2 * 6 rectangle. Hence it is clear that aside with odd squares should eliminate a cell in order to tile rectangle with a set of 'X' tetromino. Below mentioned Lemma 5 and 6 supports the conditions of theorem3. Fig. 10(a) . The 3 * 3 square can be tiled using an L-tetromino and an O-tetromino as shown in Fig. 10(b) . If condition 1 is valid, then the rectangle will be having odd no of squares along its sides. If M (3, 3) is removed from the rectangle, even squares will remain untiled. This untiled space can be tiled using the set of 'X' tetrominoes. Lemma 6: which is similar to Lemma 5 gives necessary support for validating the condition 2 of Theorem 3. As per the condition 2, an odd cell is removed when the sides are (4m+1) * (4m+1) and m >= 1. If an odd cell is removed, the rectangle can be tiled by decomposing into M (3 * 3) and S (b) as per lemma 5. In the case of rectangles having sides (4m+3) and (4m+3) m>=1, the even cells are removed as shown in Fig. 11(a left) . In this case, we can decompose the rectangle into M (3, 3) and S(b) as in Lemma 5. The tiling strategy with M (3, 3) is illustrated in Fig. 11(a right) . Similar to the lemma 5, the remaining space of M (a,b) can be tiled with set of 'X' tetrominoes as shown in Fig. 11(b) .
The missing cell has to be on the odd position if the rectangle is (4m + 1) ×(4m+1)m ≥ 1 and in an even position if the rectangle is
(4m + 3) × (4m + 3)m ≥ 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
As part of this research, the polyomino tiling theory was applied to a novel Tetris-inspired reconfigurable floorcleaning robot in order to solve the area coverage problem. Specifically, this experimental study aimed to validate three specific theorems and six lemmas, the details of which were presented in Section II. The first set of experiments tested Theorem 1, wherein the test area consisted of a rectangular plot of 168 cm × 182 cm which was segmented into 12 × 13 square grids, as per the conditions described in Lemma 1. Fig. 12(a) presents the global tiling set automatically generated based on Lemma 1 to tile the test area using only 'T' set of tetrominoes. To validate Lemma 2, a rectangular plot of 196 cm × 140 cm was employed as the test area, and this was segmented into 14 × 10 squares. Fig. 12(b) . Presents the global tiling set based on Lemma 2 through which the second test area was tiled using only 'T' set of tetrominoes.
In the third set of experiments, we validated the application of Theorem 2 in our hTetro robot. We used a rectangular plot of dimensions 140 cm × 126 cm as the test area and segmented it into 10 × 9 square grids. Two obstacles with a size of the single block were placed at the opposite corner cells (1, 1) and (10, 9)of each segmented area. The modified area can be tilled using an 'L' set of tetromino pieces according to the argument supported by Lemma 3. Fig. 12(c) presents the global tiling set that was automatically generated based on Lemma 3 for the considered test area. The fourth set of experiments involved validation of Lemma 4. Since the grid size involved in Lemma 4 is small and highly constrained, we merged the smaller grids and developed a 10 × 8 square grid within a zone of 140 cm × 112 cm. To realize a modified rectangle that met the specifications of Lemma 4, obstacles were placed at the center of the testing field which covers the cell number (5, 2) (5, 3) & (6, 2) (6, 3). Also, two more obstacles were placed, one covers the cell number (1, 4) (1, 5), and another covers cells (10, 4) & (10, 5). Fig. 12(d) . Presents the global tiling set based on Lemma 4. The objective was to tile the concerned test area using only 'L' set of tetrominoes.
Similarly, with Theorem 3, we used a square plot as a test arena with a dimension of 154 cm × 154 cm and segmented it into 11 × 11 square grids for both the Lemmas (5&6). We modified the defined area by placing obstacle inside the test arena. However, in the experiment conducted with Lemma 5, the obstacle was placed in an odd cell (3, 3) and was placed in an even cell (6, 6) when it comes to Lemma 6. In both the experiments the obstacles used are same that covers an area of 140 mm × 140 mm. Fig. 12(e & f) presents the global tiling set using 'X' tetrominoes that were automatically generated based on Lemma 5 and 6 arguments for the defined test area. 
A. EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED
The experimental setup consisted of a predefined floor area that was segmented into square blocks that were congruent with individual blocks of the hTetro robot and overhead support frame mechanism to house an image-acquisition device. The raw image data from the vision sensor was postprocessed to calculate the percentage area covered by the hTetro robot during the experimental trials. The total area defined for our experiments was 196 cm × 196 cm. The boundaries of the defined area were adjusted according to the arguments in each theorem using extendable metal frames. The defined area was segmented into a 14 × 14 square grid using white tape, and each square or cell size of the segmented grid is equivalent to the dimension of a single block in the hTtero robot (Fig. 13) . A vibration-immune parallelepiped structure was constructed using an aluminum extrusion profile, and a camera was subsequently mounted on the midpoint of the upper surface of the constructed structure. Moreover, we ensured that the image plane lay horizontal to the ground in order to avoid the complexity of perspective projection in area calculation. Hence, when mounting the camera, we used a spirit level to ensure the camera was parallel to the floor. The camera arrangement and test area are depicted in Fig. 14 . The auto-focus feature of the camera was disabled, and a fixedfocal-length was used to record the robot's tiling process. The resulting raw video files were post-processed to analyze the performance of the robot. An image-processing algorithm was applied that employed three major steps to generate a map that tracked the movement of the hTetro robot. The first step in the process involved saving the reference image in which the track map would be generated. During the second step, the position and configuration of the robot was detected in every frame. The algorithm identified the hTetro robot as a triplet of blobs after multichannel color thresholding. The centroid of each of the blobs represents the centroid of each red color. The final step generated a track map by plotting the green-colored squares with reference to the detected blobs on the reference image. Once the track map had been generated, the percentage of the total area that had been covered was calculated using (1) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
B. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
Before each experimental run, the hTetro robot was placed in a pre-defined starting point within the test area. The area coverage process while conducting the experiment with the hTetro robot was recorded. After completing the experiments, the image-processing algorithm detailed in Section IV was used to process the recorded videos to produce the robot tracked map. Fig. 15 illustrates the robot tracked map with hTetro which was generated from the video recorded from the experiment validating first lemma. In the image, the green shaded pixels represents the area tiled by the hTetro. On top of the green shaded image the total area covered at that particular time point computed using (1) is displayed. Fig. 15 contains 4 set of images, 2 in each set that represents the coverage process at distinct time point of the experiment validated Lemma 1. In the each set of images, the odd pictures represents the hTetro robot's position at particular time point, and the even picture indicates hTetro tracked map with a overlaid %CoverageArea = Pixels area of the robot Total pixels area of the testing field × 100
%CoverageArea = Pixel area of the robot Total pixel area of the testing field − Total pixel area of the obstacles × 100 (2) VOLUME 6, 2018 tiling set at the same instance. The first set of images presents the tiling area while the area coverage was 30%, wherein the first image displays the hTetro robot while it was in Z-shape. Similarly the subsequent image sets displays 50, 60, and 97% 0f the area coverage while tiling T shaped Tetris pieces. The robot's locomotion and transformation were controlled using the hTetro user interface. The robot's trajectory was generated with respect to the produced global tiling set as illustrated in first Lemma. The results highlight that the hTetro robot could achieve a coverage area of more than 95% in the defined test space that validates the application of Lemma 1. In Experiment 2, which sought to validate Lemma 2, the hTetro robot covered an area more than 97%. In Fig. 16 , the first set of images presents the tiling area while the area coverage was 34%, wherein the first image displays the hTetro robot while it was an S-shape. Similarly, the second and third set of images displays 57% and 69% of the area coverage which is also while tiling with S-shaped Tetris pieces. The final set of images offers area coverage of 97 when tiling in a T-shaped Tetris piece. The increase in area coverage performance in the second set of experiments was attributed to the excessive area covered during the transformation cycles of the hTetro robot due to uncertainty in transformation gait synthesis. Since Lemma 3 and 4 deals with modified test area, obstacles were placed within the experimenting field. The obstacles were placed two opposite corners of the testing field as shown in Fig 17. The test space dimensions were realigned with respect to the third and fourth lemma's argument. Since the area of the rectangles were modified, the total accessible area was calculated by neglecting the pixels correlated to the obstacles. Fig. 17 illustrates the tiling process of the hTetro robot that proofing the application of third Lemma. The first set of images shows a coverage area of 32% while tiling a T-shaped Tetris piece. The subsequent image sets displays a coverage area of 40, 65, and 99% while tiling the Z-, T-, and S-shaped Tetris pieces respectively. The total area covered was computed using (2) , as shown at the bottom of the previous page. In the third set of experiments, the results clearly reveal that the hTetro system can cover more than 99 % of the total experimental space, by that validates the utilization of third lemma.
In the fourth experiment associating fourth Lemma, the hTetro robot achieves a coverage area of more than 95% of the defined experimental space. Fig. 18 illustrates the coverage area all along 17%, 43%, 75%, and 95% coverage process of our fourth set of experiments. The odd images of Fig 17 shows the different stage of the experiment 4 with the subsequent tiling piece that is tiled during the process.
Furthermore, with a fifth and sixth set of experiments, we changed the test area to 154 cm × 154 cm by adjusting the metal frames. We modified the testing area by placing an obstacle in the corresponding cell. The whole tiling process for both the experiments was recorded and post-processed to compute the total area covered using (2) . The area coverage process during the validation of lemma 5 is shown in Fig. 19 . In particular, we displayed the tiling process of the hTetro robot when it is covering 17%, 59%, 87%, and 99% of the total defined area. The first image of each set in Fig. 19 , shows the O-, L-and J-configuration of the hTetro robot in the process of covering subsequent Tetris pieces. The result with the fifth experiment shows that the hTetro robot can cover more than 99% of the area while leveraging on Lemma 5. Similarly, in the last set of an experiment involving lemma 6, the hTetro achieved more than 99% of area coverage. Fig. 20 presents the area coverage process of the hTetro robot while it is covering 17, 59, 87, and 98% of total defined space. Also in Fig. 20 the odd images shows O-, L-, J-configurations of the hTetro robot when tiling the subsequent tiling sets. The experimental results indicate that there are significant untapped research and development opportunity related to the application of the polyomino tiling theory within the area coverage problem.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a unique area coverage technique for a Tetris-inspired shapeshifting robotic floor cleaner named hTetro that was based on the polyomino tiling theory. Specifically, the hTetro robot was employed to validate the application of three Tetris-tiling theorems. The results of the experiments clearly established the efficiency of the proposed technique, which successfully achieved superior floor coverage across all the experimental scenarios. By automating the process of creating a global polyomino tiling set for dealing with area coverage in our hTetro robot, we anticipate to greatly simplify the coverage path planning problem. This paper also described the system architecture that underpinned the hTetro robot, together with details of the experimental scenario and design. Future research will focus on: (1) Integrating ultrasonic, bump sensor, and infrared for autonomous navigation functions; (2) Addressing computational complexity in the proposed approach in relation with energy and implementing optimization techniques to overcome those dispute; (3) Implementing dissipativity-based fuzzy logic integral sliding mode control system [42] , and SMC stabilization of nonlinear markovian jump singular systems [43] in order to tackle the uncertainties on our physical hTetro system (4) the development of additional features by which power management issues and auto-docking modes can be addressed (5) the development of software algorithms that perform both autonomous global tile set generation and robot navigation and (6) the development of algorithms that can handle autonomous reconfiguration in relation to the perceived environment and selected tiling theory that targets the optimal coverage area. 
